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On the tenth anniversary of projectile fragmen-

tation, the question of the real occurence of this process

at the GANIL energies seems to be still open. At first, we

will see the importance of doing complete angular distribu-

tion including very forward measurements in the study of

the fragmentation process. Then, a new type of use of a

double spectrometer will be presented and the possibility

to get precise angular measurements at and around 0°, even

at very small excitation energies, will be demonstrated. At

last, some results obtained at 0° will be compared to

grazing angle measurements.



1. IMPORTANCE OF VERY SMALL ANGLE MEASUREMENTS. GRAZING ANGLE, FRAGMENTATION

ANGULAR WIDTH, EVAPORATION HIDENNING.

Usually, a set of measurements around the grazing angle Is used in

the study of the fragmentation process at intermediate energies. The shape of

the angular distribution for a given fragment is then considered as an indi-

cation of a transfer mechanism if a maximum of the cross section is observed

at the grazing angle, and therefore, that the fragmentation does not occur, at

least for this fragment.

Unfortunatly, experimental difficulties to perform very forward

angle measurements usually led to stop those measurements at angles smaller

than the grazing one but still too large. Moreover, the shift from 0" is

considered as a measurement of the transverse momentum.

In order to get a real understanding of these phenomena, let's begin

by examining orders of magnitudes. In the first column of the Table 1, we can

see the value of the grazing angle 9lab expressed in mr in the laboratory sys-
gr

tern, and in the others, the value of the angular width 6 coming from the

fragmentation, for two différents values of the number of abraded nucléons :

ДА = 4 which is generally considered as a limit below which the transfer

process become dominant, and ДА = 20. This width is defined, for a given

fragment, as the ratio of its momentum width, calculated as [G0L74]
o-
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Table 1
lab

Some orders of magnitude, в "" is the grazing angle expressed in mr

in the laboratory system. e*
ab
 is the angular width coming from the

fragmentation process, for two values of abraded nucléons LA = 4 and LA = 20.



Let's first study the case of a fragment close to the projectile,

ДА = 4. For the Ar projectile at 44 MeV/A, the fragmentation angular width is

comparable with the grazing angle for the Carbon target, while for the Nickel

and even more for the Gold ones, the width becomes significantly smaller. So,

it is not usually possible to neglect the Coulomb interaction or to introduce

it only as a correction of the fragmentation process. This remains true even

at energies as high as 200 MeV/A, and therefore, the value of the measured

angle for a given fragment does not reflect the only transverse momentum but

also the Coulomb deflection. Thus, these comparisons show the interest of

changing the nature of the target, independently of the search of any struc-

ture effect. As for a projectile mass variation, we can see on the Kr + Au

case that the situation is quite the same, except that the involved fragmen-

tation angles are smaller.

If a more abraded fragment is studied (AA = 20), the interesting

angular range is rather different and is found larger or comparable to the

grazing angle but never much larger than it. Indeed, even if the Goldhaber

theory predicts the fragmentation to be strictly peaked at 0°, with a monoto-

nous decrease at large angles, the importance of the Coulomb field, even at

intermediate energies, does not exclude the presence of some angular structure

at a finite non-zero angle resulting from the combined fragmentation process

with the Coulomb interaction.

One could object that the nuclear interaction may change these

conclusions. But it would be very surprising if the nuclear forces happen to

compensate exactly the coulombian ones. It is more reasonable to believe that

they will complicate a little more the whole scheme.

But in all cases, a complete angular distribution, from 0° up to at

least the grazing angle is then very important to measure, in order to get an

overall view of the fragmentation process, and more generally of the reaction

mechanism.

In fact, the situation is a little more complicated because the

fragments can evaporate and actually do evaporate some neutrons, a particles

or even some heavier nuclei. We can see in the Table 2, the maximum angular

widening resulting from the emission of a 5 MeV neutron and a 5 MeV a

particle, by a fragment corresponding to 4 and 20 abraded nucléons. As it is



Аг + С Ï
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18.7

8.8

8.4

3.9
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33,7

1.1
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4.9

Table 2 : Angular widening coming from the evaporation of a 5 MeV n and a 5

MeV a particle, expressed in mr in the laboratory system. The values of this

table have to be compared to those of the table 1.

the projectile-like fragment which is observed, this angular spreading does

not depend on the used target, but the consequences of this evaporation, as

related to the initial step of the process, do depend on the target. If we

study the Аг + Аи system, the emission of one neutron produces a rather small

effect as compared to the Coulomb deflection scaled by the grazing angle,

whereas it becomes of the same order of magnitude in the Аг + С system. The

comparison with the fragmentation angular width is also of interest.

Then the evaporation process has not always a negligible effect on

the angular distribution of the fragments, and it can ever bring the emitted

fragments back to 0°.

2. A NEW TYPE OF USE OF A DOUBLE SPECTROMETER : THE TELESCOPIC MODE

The important question is then the following : how is it possible to

make small angle measurements ? As you know, very small angle measurements

require the use of a spectrometer. But, in order to reach small excitation

energy, that is to work near the beam magnetic rigidity, classical use of

spectrometers may become insufficient.



In order to study the main limitations like elastic scattering on

light target contaminants, or double scattering on entrance slits, as well as

ghost beams, the study of the correlation of these phenomena in the Bp-e plane

is very useful. Such a plot is represented in figure 1 for the case of an 40Ar

beam at 44 MeV/A. The different curves show the kinematical correlations

between 6-Bp for different targets. The Bp axis is scaled by its ratio to that

of the beam and by the absolute kinetic energy loss. As expected, the

behaviour of the correlation is strongly dependant on the target mass : for

the heavier one, the curve is nearly flat and the energy loss is quite indé-

pendant of the angle, while for the lighter target, the correlation is

steeper.

is-'

Figure 1 40.в-Вр correlation in the elastic channel for a 44 MeV/A ""Ar beam
impinging on various target. A more complete plot will be find in
[BAC89].

In a classical spectrometer, a single Bp sorting is used to elimi-

nate the elastic scattered products. As it can be seen on Fig. 1, a single Bp

shielding corresponding to 5 MeV (the horizontal dashed part on the figure)

can actually eliminate them on Gold in the studied angular range. With the



Aluminium, the angular limit is still high enough, about 40 mr, but it drops

to 8 mr for the hydrogen contaminant, bringing a fraction of 2.10 of the

beam in the selected window. For an incident beam of 10 particles per

second, this correspond to 20.000 events per second and then, measurements

cannot be performed below about 30 mr, if the. energy range of 5 to 10 MeV is

required.

Such a prohibitive counting rate can be strongly decreased if an

angular shield from 7.5 mr to 13 mr is added (the vertical dashed part on the

figure). This double shielding makes available for measurements the low

energy-loss part of the dynamics, even for very small angles. It is very

important to notice that this angular shielding cannot be performed by

entrance slits because they would be submitted to a very important bombardment

of particles scattered by the target : more than 10 events per second and per

mr for the Aluminium and worse for the Gold target. They would be therefore

become a prohibitive source of doubly scattered particles.

A more complete study of the repartition of the reaction products

and of the beam after the target in the Bp-6 plane needs to take into account

the angular and energy straggling in the target. It happens that the

straggling is negligible as far as the target is thin enough (up to about 10

mg/cm ). A more complete study will be found in [BAC89].

We have tested this double shielding method on the LISE spectrometer

used in a telescopic mode, at GANIL [BAC89]. A whole description of this

spectrometer together with its classical use will be found in [ANN87] and I

will concentrate on the particular used we made of it (Fig. 2).

As in the classical use, the Bp sorting is made in the intermediate

focal plane but a parallel to point focus is set between the target and the

final plane instead of a point to point imaging. Such a plane is the conjugate

plane of the infinity and a position on it is directly related to an angle.

Thus, by the mean of some slits, it is possible to make an angular sorting and

at last, all other measurements like Bp, ДЕ-Е, or time of flight can be

performed on doubly sorted events.

During the experiments, the Bp sorting was made by slits in the

intermediate focal plane and a second set of slits was placed just in front of
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Figure 2 : Principle of the method and experimental set-up.

the detector plane. A parallel plate counter allowed us to get a precise

measurement of the position in this plane and therefore and angular measure-

ment. The focal length of the telescope used was 1.7 mm/mr in that plane.

Finally, a time of flight measurement together with a mosaic of 8 ДЕ-Е teles-

copes were used to identify the reaction products.

In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the method, let us examine

a sample of ДЕ-TOF plots used to identify the fragments (Fig. 3). The Fig. 3a

corresponds to an excitation energy range from 38 to 12 MeV, in the inelastic

channel. When approaching to the beam rigidity down to 8 MeV excitation energy

(Fig. 3b), the
 40
Ar counting rate begins to spoil a good identification. The

angular distribution corresponding to the Ar in this energy range is shown

on the Fig. 3c. By shielding the very central angular region (0-3 mr), this

counting rate was decreased by more than an order of magnitude and the good

identification is recovered.
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Figure 3 : The angular shielding

a: ÙE-Time of Flight plot for two excitation energy ranges : 38-12 MeV and
38-8 MeV, in the inelastic range

b: Angular distribution of the 4 Ar, in the excitation energy range from
38 MeV to 8 MeV

c: ÙE-ToF plots for the angular ranges 0-3 tor and 3-7 mr.



3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH THE FRAGMENTATION PREDICTIONS

The results which will be now presented are preliminary results

obtained with an 44 MeV/A 4°Ar beam impinging on a Ni and a Au target. These

0" measurements will be compared to those obtained by V. Borrel et al [B0R83]

on the same systems but at larger angles.

On Fig. 4a, from [B0R83], is plotted the variation of the most

probable velocity of different fragments versus their mass, at 3°. Open

symbols correspond to the Ni target and closed ones to the Au target. A

decrease of the most probable velocity with the mass fragment and a kind of

saturation below the mass 20 are observed: This slowing down was explained

(calculated curve) by the amount of binding energy of the removed nucléons.

Moreover, the fragments produced with the Gold target are systematically more

rapid than the other ones.

The results obtained in the present work at 0" are presented on Fig.

4b, with the same conventions as before. It is remarquable that most of the

fragments are significantly more rapid at 0° than at 3° and then, it seems

that the fragments detected at 0° result from a less excited primary system.

Moreover, the points corresponding to the Ni target have a velocity closer to

that of the beam, as compared to the Au target.

The velocity distributions of the 36C1 are shown on Fig. 5 for the

two targets (closed circles). The first surprising observation is the

exponential decrease of the distributions over 3 orders of magnitude towards

the low velocities. Unfortunatly, it is difficult to say if this decrease has

already been observed at other angles. Nevertheless, it is interesting to

notice that the model of L. Tassan-Got (crosses in Fig. 5) [TAN89] reproduces

quite well this decrease, with a rather good slope. This model is based on a

stochastic exchange of nucléons between the projectile and the target,

followed by evaporation, and therefore does not include any fragmentation

process. The study of the different steps of this calculation seems to suggest

that this decrease reflects a temperature effect : the slower fragments result

of a hotter and more excited primary nuclei. But this has to be confirmed by a

carefull study of those calculations.
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Figure 4 .- Variation of the most probable velocity versus A obtained at 3° (a)

and 0° (b) for the Nickel target (open symbols) and the Gold one

(closed symbols), with a 44 NeV/A i0Ar beam. The plot -a- comes

from [B0RS3]. The theoretical curve has been reported on the plot

-b- as a help for the comparison.
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As it was already observed, the distribution on the Gold target is

centered on a slightly lower velocity as compared to that obtained with the Ni

target, and a larger width can be expected. Even if this effect is small, we

can say that it is observed.

Let us now study the case of the Mg (Fig. 6) for which no direct

transfer process can be evoked. The evolution with the detection angle away

from 0° was found quite identical for the two targets. Measurements at 0° seem

to follow the same evolution : the smaller the angle, the higher the most

probable velocity. But this shift becomes very small for the Gold target and

no widenning of the distribution is observed.

And now, for the sake of comparison with the Goldhaber theory, we

can see on Fig. 7 the variation of the cross section dcr/dQ of the produced

Phosphorus isotopes, with respect to N-Z, for the two different targets. The

full line curve was measured at the grazing angle while the dashed one

represents our 0° measurements. For a given target, the distributions are

rather similar at the two angles, although the cross section at 0° is

definitly larger, in particular for the more neutron rich isotopes. The dotted

line was obtained in the following way : the relative angular distributions of

the different isotopes were calculated using the fragmentation's Goldhaber

theory and normalized on the measured values at the grazing angle. Then, the

"0° predictions" are deduced. If the calculation gives a reasonable agreement

with the Nickel target, the Gold one greatly overestimates the neutron rich

fragments. This effect can be understood if we remember the figures given in

Tables 1 and 2.

To conclude, we can confirm that the Coulomb field can no longer be

neglected in the description of the reaction mechanism at GANIL energies and

thus that the whole forward angular distribution including 0° is an important

range for the understanding of reaction mechanisms., even if decay products are

also to be detected.

This work has been done in collaboration with P. Roussel. The

experiment was performed together with R. Anne of GANIL and M. Bernas, Y.

Blumenfeld, F. Clapier, H. Gauvin, J. Hérault, J.C. Jacmart, A. Latimier, P.

Leiong, F. Pougheon, J.L. Sida, С Stéphan and T. Suomijarvi of the I. P. N. of

Orsay. We would like to thank F. Clapier for his participation to the data's

reduction and L. Tassan-Got for numerous and helpfull discussions.
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Figure 6 : Velocity distribution of Mg obtained at different angles. The

curves corresponding to non-zero angles are taken in [B0R83]. The

0° line is a guide for eyes.
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Figure 7 : N-Z distributions obtained at the grazing angle (full line) and at
0° (dashed line). The dotted curve is deduced from the experimental
grazing curve, when a fragmentation process is assumed. See text.
The lines are guide for eyes.
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